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OVER 3,500
RENEWABLE
ENERGY CLAIMS
Having adjusted over 3,500
renewable energy claims since
2006, our team offers unrivalled
knowledge and experience and
have the resources and
processes to manage
claims of all
types and size.
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FOREWORD
A major milestone in the growth of the global
renewable energy sector was reached in 2019.
Renewable power generation grew faster than overall
power demand, whilst fossil-fuel electricity generation
decreased for the first time in decades. It is predicted
that renewable energy will grow to have a share in
electricity generation of 57% by 2030. Hydro and
bioenergy will contribute, however much of this
growth is anticipated to come from solar and offshore
and onshore wind.
COVID-19 has certainly impacted this growth
curve, with lockdown measures around the world
slowing installation activity and causing supply chain
disruption. However, it is highly likely these will be
short term issues
and will not have any
material long term effect
on the growth trajectory.
In fact, it has been
hypothesised that the crisis
could accelerate the move
towards greener energy.
The continued advancements in
technology and evolving
business models
and distribution
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methods that will propel sector growth are high
among the factors that create challenges for the
insurance market. For loss adjusters, keeping pace
with emerging trends and practices is essential to
delivering the best possible claims outcome and
providing a high-quality claims service experience.
To improve our service and meet increased demand,
Advanta have taken strides in the past year to expand
our renewable energy capabilities. We have recruited
market leading specialists in lines of business that
include solar (photovoltaic and concentrated solar
power), onshore and offshore wind and bioenergy,
complementing our acknowledged position in
hydroelectric power construction and operational
risks. Furthermore, we have put in place the systems
and processes that enable us to handle high
frequency, attritional events as well as large, complex
losses.
Handling up to 300 renewable energy claims at any
time provides a rich source of data and enables us
to populate a market leading database. It informs
more accurate reserving, helps us to keep pace with
emerging trends and issues, and to track different
claims management strategies. We’ve used this
database of losses to identify the claims management
themes explored in this report.
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INTRODUCTION
Loss trends, emerging risks and
claims management challenges
depend on whether we are talking
about onshore wind, offshore
wind, solar, hydro, bioenergy or an
emerging sub-sector such as wave
and tidal energy.
Many common issues are frequently discussed, for
example that lightning is a major cause of claims
relating to windfarms; that wind turbine gearbox
failures are often associated with serial losses,
creating policy coverage debate and differences
of opinion; that sub-sea cables account for 7080% of offshore wind claims costs; and that solar
photovoltaic (PV) panels are susceptible to theft and
a wide range of natural hazards such as flood and hail
damage.
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But for this report we wanted to focus on more granular issues emerging from our
loss database and, therefore, selected four themes that are particularly pertinent
to delivering the best possible claims outcome and providing a high-quality claims
service experience:
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We regularly meet key stakeholders involved in renewable energy insurance and
claims to explore these and other themes and to share our broader data analysis
and insights. If you would be interested in such a meeting then we would be
delighted to hear from you, please do email or call.

As we stay abreast of the renewable energy sector,
we always welcome the opportunity to discuss new
developments, for example talking about floating
offshore wind and how this is creating potential
opportunities for countries like China and the USA
and how Shell, Equinor and other firms are harnessing
renewable energy sources to power oil and gas
platforms.
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INTERNATIONAL PRESENCE
CASE STUDY
COVID-19 has had a dramatic effect on the way we work, with
restrictions on travel and lockdown within countries creating a
remote working phenomenon. In sectors like loss adjusting it has
meant having to adapt and try new ways of working that a few
months ago might have seemed unthinkable.
As countries move out of lockdown and travel restrictions ease, the
question is whether some of these emerging practices become part
of the ‘new normal’. For example, we may see a higher frequency of
claims being adjusted using a combination of local and specialist
loss adjusters. Larger and more complex claims may demand
an onsite specialist, however perhaps there are circumstances
where environmental and cost benefits can be attained without
compromising the claims service experience or outcome.
Advanta has a network of offices in more than 50 countries. This
includes 23 countries that are in the Renewable Energy Country
Attractiveness Index (RECAI) published by Ernst & Young which
ranks countries according to the attractiveness of their renewable
energy investment and deployment opportunities.
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ITALIAN SOLAR PARK
Early in 2020 we were instructed to adjust a
multi-million Euro flood claim relating to two
adjacent solar parks in Italy. Even whilst the
insured equipment was still under water, our
local in-country team were able to see the
flooding first-hand and then get onto the site
immediately after the flood waters subsided.
Being able to move quickly and effectively
allowed us to produce a robust reserve and have
close control of the claim. We were then able
to leverage our renewable energy specialists
in London to engage the contractors and
sub-contractors carrying out
remedial works and to ensure
we carefully managed all
technical aspects of the claim,
for example product warranties
and guarantees.
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SPOTTING TRENDS
Maintaining a database of renewable energy claims can offer an
early signal of emerging trends. This happened recently when,
we noticed that within a short time period, we had investigated
a number of claims in the UK relating to electrical equipment
damage caused by high humidity and/or water ingress.

The gradual nature of the damage, and therefore the length
of time between the initial installation and losses, may make
subrogation against the EPC contractor difficult. Often the OEM’s
warranty (if still in place) may not respond if they deem their
equipment has been used in an unsuitable environment.

This occurred because the installations were copied identically
from those operating in Italy or Spain, with indoor-rated electrical
equipment kept in shipping container-type enclosures. This set-up
can be functional in Southern Europe’s warmer, drier climate but
the wetter British climate can cause a build-up of excess humidity
within the enclosures or, in some cases, even water droplets on the
roof and walls of the container. This was causing breakdown and
failure of the electrical insulation, and even cases of large flashover resulting in fire.

We recommend that when underwriting solar sites in the
UK, insurers should be mindful of the type of the electrical
installations on site. The electrical equipment, the enclosure
in which it is contained, and the heat and humidity regulation
systems may significantly impact the likelihood of loss. The most
common solution is for the insured to replace their indoor-rated
equipment with outdoor-rated equipment that can cope with
wet conditions. Advanta Renewables risk control surveys can be
tailored to examine these scenarios.

Repairs can be costly and insurers have to be wary of potential
betterment. Wear and tear and gradual deterioration exclusions
within the policy wording may apply and the wording of the
defects exclusion will need to be carefully considered. The different
variations on the traditional LEG-2 defects exclusion, often seen in
the UK Renewables market, and what is considered to be resultant
damages may significantly impact policy coverage.

Example on the next page
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SPOTTING TRENDS
LOSS DATABASE EXAMPLE
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SOLAR CLAIMS
The chart opposite shows
which components
suffer most losses. We
use this information
to effectively tailor our
service and investigation,
whilst being careful not
to blinker our focus. It’s
just one example of the
loss information we hold
and, of course, could look
different if we considered
the same information by
claims quantum.

Cable/s
Civils
Combiner boxes
Spotting
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Inverter/s
Non-owned property (CBI)
Other (comms, security,
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Panels (+ supporting structures)
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CULTURAL AWARENESS AND CEDANTS
CASE STUDY
Having two loss adjusters managing the same claim can create
additional complications and delay the progress of the claim. But this
is not an unusual situation, especially in developing countries where
local insurers often cede specialty risks to the London and international
insurance markets. Both parties want to protect their interests and this
can often result in them individually appointing loss adjusters.
In these circumstances it is important to understand the local culture
and make sure that the claims management process and expectations
of each party is effectively communicated. Some claims can become
distressed and Advanta have had success using our in-country team
to work alongside our renewable energy specialists to get claims
back on track. Being able to communicate in the local language and
understanding different cultures enables our local teams to be an
effective conduit between all the parties.
Better still is a pre-loss agreement to appoint a loss adjuster that
is based in the risk domicile, but which also has the advantage of a
specialist renewable energy loss adjusting team. This can create synergy
between all the insurers, ensure specialist resources can be applied and
prevent unnecessary complication or delay that can be caused by the
cedant and reinsurance market taking different positions – and which
can sometimes even inflate the cost of the claim.
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SENEGAL
We were appointed by London market reinsurers
who were concerned about delays commencing
repairs with mounting business interruption losses.
The insured would not proceed with the repair until
they had received an interim payment on the claim
yet the cause of the loss had not been established.
Our Senegal office established connections with
the cedant, local loss adjuster and the insured
and we were able to act as an effective conduit
to bring the parties together with the London
market reinsurers. By explaining the claims process
and enabling Advanta’s specialist
renewable team to add their value
they were able to amicably agree a
settlement with all parties according
to terms of the contract.
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NAVIGATING OEM WARRANTIES
Lightning strike to wind turbines has become the most common
cause of damage to onshore operational machines: it now
surpasses even mechanical damage in terms of the number
of incidents reported. Traditionally lightning damage can be
rectified in one of four ways:
1

2

3

4

Up-tower
repairs – the quickest and cheapest method and

where the turbine can often be left in operation until the
repairs are conducted, limiting any interruption.
Removing
the blade from the wind turbine and executing a

larger onsite composite repair in a controlled environment.
Removing
the blade from the site and transporting it to a

factory where it can be repaired more extensively. Here the
length of time and costs involved would be a consideration
for whether this is preferable to replacement.
The least preferred option, to replace the entire blade. This

would generally be the case if there was damage to the root
section, the carbon spa or in excess of 10% of the blade.

When damage occurs OEMs will want to protect their warranty
interests and benefit financially from selling new equipment.
Insurers, on the other hand, will seek the lowest cost option,
whilst the insured will want to ensure that the warranties are
not compromised. This can sometimes lead to the parties taking
different positions and, in our experience, OEMs can sometimes
seek replacement even though blades are repairable. They take
ownership of the damaged blade in the process, which they
repair and resell.
An experienced onshore or offshore wind energy loss adjuster
can identify where repairs are possible and hold the OEM to
account protecting the insurer’s and the insured’s interests. The
case study overleaf presents a typical example of a situation
we frequently encounter and in this case alone we were able to
reduce the net loss by over EUR 400,000.
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NAVIGATING OEM WARRANTIES

CASE STUDY
International
presence

BLADE DAMAGE LOSS IN SPAIN
Blades were damaged on two turbines
and the OEM was insisting on their
replacement. Having carried out a
desktop and then onsite inspection, we
were confident they could be repaired
as the size of the impact holes were
small (circa 30cm in diameter). A second
professional opinion supported our
argument, but the OEM threatened to
withdraw the warranty if the blades
were repaired as they were concerned by
unknown and invisible damage.

An agreement was reached for the
registration and classification company
DNV GL to conduct a review and
adjudicate between the third party and
the OEM reports on a desktop basis.
DNV GL concluded that the blades
were repairable on the ground (option 2
previous page). The repair was successful
with warranties confirmed and the final
claim cost was around EUR 100,000
(rather than EUR 500,000).
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ADVANTA GLOBAL SERVICES
Advanta Global Services
offers independent loss
adjusting and complementary
services to insurance and
reinsurance companies
worldwide. Launched in
2003 and headquartered in
London, Advanta has offices
in more than 50 countries of
the world.
Our specialist renewable
energy team, Advanta
Renewables, is our global hub
for the renewables sector.
Collectively, the team has
handled more than 3,500
renewable energy claims
and includes chartered loss
adjusters, chartered engineers
and technical experts
experienced in all sectors of
renewable energy including
onshore and offshore wind,
solar, hydro, wave and tidal,
and bioenergy.
How you can benefit <
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EUROPE
Czech Republic
Prague

Israel
Tel Aviv

Portugal
Porto

Denmark
Copenhagen

Italy
Milan

Russia
Moscow

France
Paris

Netherlands
Rotterdam

Spain
Madrid

Germany
Munich

Poland
Warsaw

United Kingdom
London

MIDDLE EAST
Abu Dhabi
Abu Dhabi

Oman
Muscat

ASIA-PACIFIC

Dubai
Dubai

Qatar
Doha

Australia
Adelaide

Jordan
Amman

Saudi Arabia
Riyadh

Indonesia
Jakarta

Kuwait
Kuwait

Turkey
Istanbul

Korea
Seoul

AMERICAS
Argentina
Buenos Aires

Ecuador
Quito
Guayaquil

Bolivia
Santa Cruz

El Salvador
San Salvador

Brazil
Sao Paulo

Guatemala
Ciudad de
Guatemala

Chile
Santiago

Honduras
Tegucigalpa

Colombia
Bogota D.C.

Mexico
Mexico D.F.

Costa Rica
San José

Panama
Panama

Curaçao
Willemstad
Dominican Republic
Santo Domingo
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Peru
Lima

AFRICA
Puerto Rico
San Juan
Trinidad and Tobago
Cascade
United States
Miami
New York
Venezuela
Caracas
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Algeria
Tizi Ouzou

Mozambique
Maputo

Tanzania
Dar Es Salaam

Botswana
Gaborone

Namibia
Windhoek

Zambia
Lusaka

Cameroon
Douala

Nigeria
Lagos

Zimbabwe
Harare

Kenya
Nairobi

Senegal
Dakar

Mauritius
Ebene

South Africa
Cape town
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OUR CLIENTS BENEFIT FROM OUR:
LOSS DATABASE

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

Allowing us to identify emerging trends and defects,
which can prove invaluable in claims resolution, risk
control and insurance underwriting.

These include our dedicated Risk Surveying, Quantity Surveying and
Engineering Consulting teams:

PROACTIVE APPROACH
Advising parties on loss mitigation, repair options
and salvage strategies.
GLOBAL PRESENCE
Bringing together specialist knowledge with cultural
awareness and improved communication
SPECIALIST KNOWLEDGE
Enabling early loss estimating, delivery of an efficient
claims process and the avoidance of pitfalls that can
often delay or add cost to the claim or affect the
client service experience.
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• R
 isk Surveying: we have conducted over 100 renewable energy
insurance surveys covering areas ranging from construction and
operational risks and power surveys through to environmental,
cyber, political and terrorism and supply chain risk.
• Q
 uantity Surveying: we can call on Advanta’s specialist team of
Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors accredited construction
professionals. This allows us to promptly estimate and verify the
quantum aspect of renewables claims. And we can advise on
and manage repair procurement activities, including putting in
place a tendering process, and building an agreed specification of
(indemnifiable) repair works.
• E
 ngineering Consulting: our extensive in-house engineering
capability can be applied to technical aspects that warrant
investigation including rotating machinery, structural, materials or
other issues. Because they work with the entire Advanta network,
our engineering capability ensures best practice approaches to
causal investigation, the identification of emerging trends, and
consideration of technical repair issues.
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GET IN TOUCH
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We would love to demonstrate our database of losses, share experiences and knowledge,
and build on the example themes within this report.
RENEWABLES HEAD OFFICE TEAM
ONSHORE

OFFSHORE | QS & Engineering
Adam Humphrey
+44 (0) 207 063 9014
ahumphrey@advantaglobal.com

George Pooley
+44 (0) 207 680 2570
gpooley@advantaglobal.com
Nick Baker
+44 (0) 207 680 2548
nbaker@advantaglobal.com
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Joe Brennan
+44 (0) 207 680 2543
jbrennan@advantaglobal.com

REGIONAL HUBS

Emma Evans
+44 (0) 207 680 2547
eevans@advantaglobal.com

EUROPE & APAC
George Pooley
UK

MIDDLE EAST
Jim Pittman
Dubai

Kurt Braganza
+44 (0) 207 680 2547
kbraganza@advantaglobal.com

 ORTH AMERICA
N
Gustavo Rodriguez
Miami

AFRICA
Manuel Rebello
Mauritius

Francesco Cecere
+39 366 178 6728
fcecere@advantaglobal.com

SOUTH AMERICA
Tomas Fourcade
Argentina
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BIOMASS

RENEWABLES INSURANCE
WEEKLY MINI-SERIES
Our Global Renewable Energy Team has
created a weekly mini-series to discuss
pertinent information around renewable
energy claims – both from the technology
and insurance viewpoint. The series will
cover various topics using our extensive
experience in renewable energy insurance.
To access past editions and receive new
editions please subscribe.
To subscribe you just need to email
renewables@advantaglobal.com with the
title “Renewables Mini-Series” and we can
add you to the distribution list.
We also welcome your suggestions
on possible topics that you would be
interested to discuss or learn more about.
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www.advantaglobal.com

This publication is for the benefit of insurers, insurance brokers, insureds and other stakeholders involved in the services that
are provided by Advanta. It is not legal advice and is intended only to highlight general issues relating to its subject matter
but does not necessarily deal with every aspect of the topic. Sources used in the publication include the International Energy
Agency Global Energy Review 2020 and the IRENA Global Renewables Outlook 2020. © June 2020
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